“When I got started with Harness, it literally took me 1 hour to onboard my first service.”

Kyle Flavin, Staff Software Engineer at LogMeIn

“Harness is like having a dedicated development team focused on CD.”
LogMeIn Modernizes Software Delivery with Harness Continuous Delivery

About
• Kyle Flavin, Staff Software Engineer at LogMeIn
• LogMeIn, Inc. (NASDAQ: LOGM) simplifies how people connect with each other and the world around them to drive meaningful interactions, deepen relationships, and create better outcomes for individuals and businesses.

Compelling Event
• Internal initiative to standardize Continuous Delivery across teams, consolidate toolsets, and migrate to Kubernetes microservices

“Automated deployments with CI scripts required a dedicated team of 3 engineers.”

CI/CD Challenges
• Legacy deployments using scripts were becoming too complex to manage in legacy & modern environments
• Complexities existed with various home-grown deployment frameworks, mainly support and maintenance.
• Many teams were building their own pipelines with a dedicated engineer per dev team
• Automated deployments using CI were scripted using pipeline global libraries, with a dedicated team of 3 engineers needed to maintain
• Onboarding new cloud services in could take a week or more
• The team evaluated open-source and commercial vendors and selected Harness for ease of installation, use, and adoption

Harness Benefits
• Self-service Continuous Delivery for Dev teams
• Standardized deployment pipelines across teams
• Easy to install, use, and onboard dev teams
• Harness CD Abstraction Model (CDAM) accelerated team onboarding and adoption
• Continuous Verification to automate QA & health checks
• Automated Canary Deployments using APM & Log Data
• Actionable insight from deployment dashboards and reporting
• Full deployment auditing capabilities

Harness Business Impact
• 95% reduction in deployment time from 10-12 hours to 30 minutes per deployment
• 98% reduction in deployment effort from 120 hours to 2 hours per deployment
• 98% reduction in onboarding time from 1 week to 1 hour

“When I got started with Harness it literally took 1-hour to onboard my first service”

“One of our dev teams ran with Harness on their own and was in production within a week.”

Harness is the industry’s first Continuous Delivery-as-a-Service platform that automates the entire CD process, keeps it secure, and uses machine learning to protect you when deployments fail. www.harness.io | demo@harness.io